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Abstract - The H.264/JVT video coding standard can achieve
considerably higher coding eflcieney than prcvious standards.
Unforfunafely this comes at the cost of greatly increased
complexi@ at the encoder mainly due to multi-reference frames
and multi-block type motion estimation. In order to speed up
the process of multi-block type motion estimation, in this paper
a method is proposed to eliminate some redundant coding
modes which contribute very little coding gain based on the
texture analysis and local motion acriviw. Simulation results
show that theproposed method can eliminate about hayof all
coding modes while keeping similar coding eflciency, visual
quality and bitrates. Furthermore this method can be used with
any fast motion estimation algorithm.

compared with using only 16x16 block type.
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(a) Macroblock partitions: I bx Ib,8x Ib, 16xS,8x8

(b) Macroblock sub-partitions: Sx8,4xS, 8x4,4x4

Fig.1. Multiple BlockTypes in H.264
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However, the computational complexity required by
motion estimation increases linearly with the number of
used block types because block matching needs to be
performed for each of them. In JVT reference software
JM75C[7], it adopts full search method for each block
type and selects the optimal block type a s the final coding
mode based on the RD cost function. :It provides the best
coding efficiency, but its computational complexity is very
high. In order to reduce the intensive computational
requirement, Andy Cbang etc. proposed fast multi-block
motion estimation[8]. They use early termination to skip
the searching for mode 16x8 and mode 8x16 if the
performance of mode 16x16 is “good enough”, otherwise
all coding modes will be performed. They only consider
three coding modes which are 16x16, 16x8 and 8x16 inter..,
coding modes; In[91, Peng Yin etc assume that the error
surface is monotonic which is built by initial three.coding
modes: 16x16, 8x8 and 4x4, then select partial coding;
modes to do motion estimation based error surface
tendency, so at least five coding modes need to be tested.
In this paper, we propose a method to eliminate some
redundant coding modes based on the texture analysis and
local motion activity, accordingly computational
complexity caused by them can also be eliminated.

I. INTRODUCTION
H.264[1] is a new international video coding
standard with superior objective and subjective video
quality. The basic encoding algorithm of H.264 is similar
to H.26~[2][3]or MPEG series[4][5] except that integer
4x4 discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used instead of the
traditional 8x8 real DCT. Additional features include
directional intra prediction for intra coding, multi-block
types for motion estimation, multiple references frame
selection for higher coding ef€iciency[6], etc.
In particular, H.264 supports motion estimation and
compensation using different block sizes ranging from
16x16 to 4x4 luminance samples with many options
between the two. The luminance component of each
macroblock can be split by four ways as shown in Fig.1
(a): 16x16, 16x8, 8x16 and 8x8, each of the submacroblock partitions is called a macroblock partition. If
the 8x8 mode is chosen, each of 8x8 macroblock partitions
within the macroblock can be further split by four ways as
shown in Fig. 1 (b): 8x8, Sx4,4x8 or 4x4, which are called
macroblock sub-partitions. These partitions and subpartitions give rise to a lager number of possible
combinations within each macroblock. This method of
splitting macroblocks into partitions or sub-partitions of
varying size is known as tree structured motion estimation.
Simulation results show that this tree structured motion
estimation can save more than 15% of the bit rates when
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The paper will be organized as follows. Some
observations in multi-block type motion estimation will be
shown in section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed fast
mode selection method based on texture analysis and local
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motion activity. Simulation results will be presented in
section 4. A conclusion will be given in section 5 .

11. OBSERVATIONS O N MULTI-BLOCK
TYPE MOTION ESTIMATION

coding modes which is nut suitable for this inacrohluck
based some analyses of this macroblock, a lot of
unnecessary computation can be saved. In this paper, we
mainly concentrate on the analyses of the relations among
coding modes, texture characteristic and local motion
activity.

Accurate prediction can efficiently reduce the
degree of error between the original image and the
predicted image. For this reason, multi-block type motion
estimation is adopted in H.264 for better compression
performance. For a macroblock, it is possible to contain
more than one object which may move in different
directions. Therefore using only one motion vector per
macroblock may be not enough to precisely describe the
motion of all objects contained in it. In this case, only part
of the macroblock can have good motion compensation
and the resulting residue energy can he large due to the
mismatch in the remaining part of the macroblock.

Table.1. statistics of selected modes
Sequences
16x16 16x8 8x16
8x8
Coastguard
57
06
06
30
Container
92
01
01
04
Foreman
64
08
08
17
90
Hall Monitor
01
,07
01
Mobile
49
06
07
37
Mother
89
03
03
04
Silent
83
03
03
IO
Stenfan
47
06
05
38
Table Tennis
76
04
04
13
Weather
87
01
04
09
..
Average
73
04
04
17
'i

In JVT reference software JM75C, motion
estimation is performed mode by mode with full search
scheme, that is, we need to perform motion estimation for
each coding mode in every previous reference frame. The
allowed modes are interl6xl6, interl6x8, inter8xl6,
inter8x8, inaa4x4 and intral6xl6. Note that the inter8x8
block can be further partitioned into smaller blocks. The
best mode is selected by minimizing the following
Lagrange cost function:
J(mA,o,jon)= SAD(s,c(m))+a,,,,,;~,
.R(m-p)

where

m

= (mx,m-v)r is the

motion
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In order to present the relations among coding modes,
texture characteristic and local motion activity, four
reconstructed frames produced by H.264 reference
software JM75c are shown in Figure.2. For test sequences
foreman and Stefan, they not only contain global motion
caused by camera, but also contain local motion caused by
several objects in the frame. We can see that it is more
possible to select 16x16 coding mode for "smooth region"
macroblock regardless of its motion activity. That is, this
macroblock may belong to one object because it does not
contain edge information. I f more than one objects are
contained in a macroblock and moving in different
directions, it is suitable that this macroblock should be
split into multiple sub-blocks for motion estimation and
compensation. Reversely if this macroblock contains edge
information, that is, its texture is complex, it is not always
split into smaller sub-blocks. For example, in test
sequence paris, there are complex textures in its
background, but they mostly select larger block size
coding mode because they belong to still background
region and there is no motion. On the other hand, if the
motion vectors of neighbor macroblocks are consistent,
the current macroblock may belong to the same object as
which contains its neighbor macroblocks, and all subblocks of current macroblock may contain similarly
movement, so it is not necessaly to perform motion
estimation and compensation for smaller sub-block types,
such as Sx4,4x8 and 4x4 coding modes.

(1)

vector,

p = ( j ~ ~ , pis, the
~ ) prediction
~
for motion vector and

Am,,t, is the Lagrange multiplier, R(m - p ) represents the
bits used to encode the motion information, s is the coded
video signal, c is the prediction video signal. We can see
that the processing time increases linearly with the number
of coding modes. If we can eliminate some redundant
coding modes which contribute very little coding gain, it
will reduce the intensive computational requirement
needed by motion estimation for them.
In addition, all kinds of coding modes are not
averagely 'distributed in RD optimization. In literature [IO],
Yu-Wen Huang etc make statistics for selected modes after
motion estimation, intra prediction and RD optimal,
results are shown in Table.1. We can see that average 73%,
4%, 4%, 17% and 2% of the MBs respectively select
16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8 and intra coding mode. Therefore
we should analyze scenes that are suitable for different
coding modes, especially for 16x16 inter coding mode.
For an encoding macrohlock, if we can accurately select
one or several coding modes or eliminate some redundant

For 16x8 and 8x16 coding modes, they correlate with
the direction of texture, such as, if the texture direction is
horizontal, they can contain horizontal edge, so it is
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possible to select 16x8 coding mode and it is not
necessary to perform search for 8x16 coding mode,
whereas 8x16 coding mode should be used for macroblock
containing vertical edge information.

complexity of current macroblock. For "smooth"
macroblock, Var trends to very small. If Var < TH,,, ,

we can deduce that this macroblock should belong one
obiect.
onlv 16x16 inter coding mode is selected IO
~.
perform motion estimation and compensation, all other
coding modes will be skipped. Note that TH,,,
is
L

~

predefined threshold decided experimentally. I f
Var>TH,,,, , we then detect its texture direction based on
the following equation:

(a) Foreman

( c ) Paris
(d) Miss American
Fig.2. Reconstructed Frames Produced by JM75C

coding mode and set coding mode 8x16 disable, otherwise
we will select 8x16 coding mode and set coding mode
16x8 disable. So we only select one coding mode ,to
motion estimation between 16x8 and 8x16 coding modes.

So we can conclude that
(1) If the texture of macroblock is unitary, it trends to
select 16x16 inter coding mode and there is no necessary
to perform motion estimation for other coding modes;

For complex texture macroblock, for example the
case of Var > TH,,, , we need to detect its local motion
activity which is defined as:

(2) If the macroblock contain horizontal edge
infonnation, we should set 8x16 coding disable, reversely
if the macroblock contain vertical edge information, we
should set 8x16 coding mode disable.

(5)

L = max{lj}

(3) If the macroblock belongs to static region or the

(6)

Where ( x j , y i ) is motion vector of 4x4 blocks

motion vectors of neighbor macroblocks are consistent, it
trends to select larger block coding modes, for example
16x16, 16x8, 8x16 or 8x8 coding modes, and there is no
necessary to perform motion estimation for smaller subblock coding modes whose size is less than 8 pixels.

surrounding the

macroblock,

(;,?)

is the average

ofmotion vectors ( x , , y i ) ,subscript i is the index of 4x4
block. L is the prediction of local motion activity for
current macroblock. If L is less than threshold TH,,,, all
sub-blocks of current macroblock may locate in one object,
and only. larger
- block coding
- modes such as 16x16, 16x8,
8x16 and 8x8 are selected to perfonn motion estimation
and compensation, remaining smaller coding modes are
entirely set disable.

111. PROPOSED FAST MODESELECTION

.
_
METHOD

The proposed fast mode selection method is based on
above observed results. First we analyze current
macroblock texture characteristics using the following
equation:

If 8x8 coding mode is set enable, the similar process

as detailed above is used to select coding modes for each

r n "

(2)

8x8 block, except that the threshold is different. The
proposed method is detailed as follows:

Where Avg is the average of current macroblock

Stepl: Initialization. Set all inter coding modes

var = C C ( p ( i , j ) - Avgl
i=o ,=o

luminance pixel intensity p ( i ,j ) , m and n are the block
size used to calculate variance Var , which present texture

Step2: Calculate variance of current macroblock Var
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based equation (2). if Var < THO,

, all coding modes

except 16x16 inter coding modes are set disable, then go
to step6, otherwise go to step 3;
Setp3: Select one of 16x8 and 8x16 coding modes
based on macroblock texture directions, then go to step4;

L

Step4: Calculate local motion activity L . if
< T H , , then set 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4 coding modes

modes while keep similarity coding efficiency.
Furthermore this method can be used with any fast motion
algorithm.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method to eliminate some
redundant coding modes based on the texture analysis and
local motion activity, which speed up the process of multiblock type motion estimation. Simulation results show that
the proposed method can reduce about half of coding
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